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a b s t r a c t

Computer graphics applications controlled through natural gestures are gaining increasing popularity

these days due to recent developments in low-cost tracking systems and gesture recognition technol-

ogies. Although interaction techniques through natural gestures have already demonstrated their benefits

in manipulation, navigation and avatar-control tasks, effective selection with pointing gestures remains

an open problem. In this paper we survey the state-of-the-art in 3D object selection techniques. We

review important findings in human control models, analyze major factors influencing selection

performance, and classify existing techniques according to a number of criteria. Unlike other components

of the application’s user interface, pointing techniques need a close coupling with the rendering pipeline,

introducing new elements to be drawn, and potentially modifying the object layout and the way the

scene is rendered. Conversely, selection performance is affected by rendering issues such as visual

feedback, depth perception, and occlusion management. We thus review existing literature paying

special attention to those aspects in the boundary between computer graphics and human–computer

interaction.

& 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In the last decades we have witnessed enormous improve-
ments in spatial input devices and motion tracking systems.
These advances have motivated the development of a plethora
of interaction techniques relying on six DoFs (Degrees of Free-
dom) input devices and user gestures. Interaction through natural
gestures is gaining further popularity since the recent mass
commercialization of low-cost solutions for full-body tracking,
which is enabling the deployment of natural interfaces outside
virtual reality labs. We will use the term 3D interaction to refer to
interaction tasks requiring users to make some gestures in free
(unconstrained) 3D space. These gestures typically involve one
or both hands, and might also involve the user’s head and other
parts of the body.

The design of appropriate 3D interaction techniques for virtual
environments (VEs) is a challenging problem [19,51]. On the
positive side, interacting in free space with natural gestures
opens a new world of possibilities for exploiting the richness
and expressiveness of the interaction, allowing users to control
simultaneously more DoFs and exploiting well-known real-world
actions. On the negative side, 3D interaction is more physically
ll rights reserved.

.fr (F. Argelaguet),
demanding and might hinder user tasks by increasing the required
dexterity. Compare for example the act of selecting an object using
a mouse pointer to that of grasping a 3D object in free space.
Mouse movement involves small, fast muscles whereas grasping
often requires a complex arm movement involving larger and
slower muscles [23,48]. Furthermore, current immersive VEs, even
the most sophisticated ones, neither fail to provide the same level
of cues for understanding the environment, nor reproduce faith-
fully the physical constraints of the real world [74]. For this reason,
although humans are used to perform 3D interaction gestures in
the real world, users of IVEs often encounter difficulties in under-
standing 3D spatial relationships and controlling multiple DoFs
simultaneously.

Object selection is one of the fundamental tasks in 3D user
interfaces [19] and the initial task for most common user inter-
actions in a VE. Manipulation tasks often depend on (and are
preceded by) selection tasks. As a consequence, poorly designed
selection techniques often have a significant negative impact on
the overall user performance. In this survey, we review major 3D
interaction techniques intended for 3D object selection tasks. We
do not consider indirect selection techniques, e.g. selecting from
a menu or performing semantic queries. A 3D object selection
technique requires the user to gesture in 3D space, e.g. grabbing
an object or pointing to something (see Fig. 1). Two main 3D
selection metaphors can be identified: virtual hand [78] and
virtual pointing [63,54]. In the early days, virtual hand techniques
were more popular as they map identically virtual tasks with real
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Fig. 1. Object selection using different metaphors and devices: (a) virtual hand and (b) virtual pointing through a hand-held spatial input device.
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tasks, resulting in a more natural interaction. Lately, it has been
shown that overcoming the physical constraints of the real world
provides substantial benefits, e.g. letting the user select objects
out of reach by enlarging the user’s virtual arm [75], or using
virtual pointing techniques such as raycasting [63]. In fact,
raycasting selection is one of the most popular techniques for
3D object selection tasks [16]. A number of user studies in the
literature have found that virtual pointing techniques often result
in better selection effectiveness than competing 3D selection
metaphors [19]. Unlike classical virtual hand techniques, virtual
pointing techniques allow the user to select objects beyond their
area of reach and require relatively less physical movement.

Selection through virtual pointing, though, is not free from
difficulties. The selection of small or distant objects through
virtual pointing remains to be a difficult task. Some techniques
address the selection of small objects by increasing the size of the
selection tool [36,73], at the expense of requiring disambiguation
mechanisms to guess the object the user aims to select [30]. Noise
from tracking devices and the fact that the interaction takes place
in free space with no physical support for the hands [55] further
hinders the accurate selection of small targets [43]. The user
also has to keep the tool orientation steady until the selection
confirmation is triggered, for example, by a button press. Such
a confirmation action is likely to produce a change in the tool
orientation, nicknamed Heisenberg effect [20], potentially causing
a wrong selection. Occlusion is another major handicap for
accomplishing spatial tasks [33]. Most interaction techniques for
3D selection and manipulation require the involved objects to be
visible. A common solution for selecting occluded objects is to
navigate to an appropriate location so that the targets become
unoccluded. However, this navigate-to-select approach is impracti-
cal for selection-intensive applications. Therefore occlusion manage-
ment techniques are often essential for helping users discover and
access potential targets.

A number of approaches have been proposed to improve user
performance in terms of task completion times and error counts
[15]. A common strategy is to apply human control models such
as the optimized initial impulse model [62] and Fitts’ Law [34,35].
While the optimized initial impulse model refers to the accuracy a
user can achieve given the movement required to perform an
action, Fitts’ Law estimates the time required to acquire a target.
However, as users are bounded by human motor skills, there is a
natural trade-off between speed and accuracy. In a typical scenario,
high-accuracy rates will produce high task completion times and
vice-versa.

In the context of the real usage of 3D interfaces, the subjective
impressions of the users about an interaction technique can play
a larger role than merely speed. The inability to select objects
precisely may prove to be overly annoying and thus frustrate
users. A performance increase might not be desirable if it is
achieved at the expense of increasing the cognitive load of the
task, or using techniques requiring extensive training.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews
existing human pointing models. In Section 3 we review major
techniques for 3D object selection and extend previously pro-
posed classifications [18,76,29] with a number of additional
criteria to further elucidate the potential benefits and drawbacks
of existing selection techniques. A comprehensive summary of
the reviewed techniques is given in Table 1. Section 4 analyzes
major factors influencing selection performance and proposes
some usability guidelines. Finally, Section 5 provides some con-
cluding remarks and future research directions.
2. Human pointing models

In order to point to (acquire) an object (the target), the user is
required to perform a set of gestures (movements) to position the
selection tool (e.g. his finger) over it. For each movement, the final
position of the selection tool (endpoint) determines whether the
acquisition is accomplished (the endpoint is inside the target) or
not (the endpoint is outside the target). Once the target is acquired,
the user has to trigger some selection mechanism to confirm the
acquisition (e.g. pressing a button).

Pointing tasks involving physical interaction are constrained
by the human psychomotor behavior. Several human pointing
models have been proposed in order to model these aiming
movements, to allow a better understanding of the processes
involved and provide reliable prediction models of performance.
From all the existing human motor models, Fitts’ law provides by
far the most successful and complete explanation. Fitts’ law is one
of the few quantitative measures in human–computer interaction
and has motivated the development of guidelines for improv-
ing 2D and 3D pointing tasks. These guidelines are discussed in
Section 4.
2.1. Fitts’ law

Fitts’ law [34], which emerged from experimental psychology,
is a well known human psychomotor behavior model which has
been widely adopted in numerous areas, including human factors,
ergonomics and human–computer interaction. Fitts’ law esti-
mates the time required to perform an aimed movement con-
sidering only the physical properties underlying the acquisition
task (the size of the target and the amplitude of the movement
required to acquire it).

The most common formulation of Fitts’ Law was proposed by
MacKenzie [58] which asserts that the time T to acquire a target
of effective width W which lies at a distance A is governed by the



Table 1

Summary of the classification of selection techniques. ðx,y,z,y,jÞ refers to the dominant hand position, and yaw and pitch angles. ðxn ,yn ,zn ,yn ,jnÞ refers to the user’s non-

dominant hand and ðxe ,ye ,ze ,ye ,jeÞ to the user’s eye. We assume a user-centered coordinate system.

Technique Selection tool Selection control DoFs Disambiguation
mechanism

CD ratio Motor and
visual space
relationship

Origin Orientation Dominant

Virtual-hand [64] Hand avatar ðx,y,zÞ None ðx,y,zÞ N/A Isomorphic Offset/clutching

Go–go [75] Hand avatar ðx,y,zÞ None ðx,y,zÞ N/A Anisomorphic Offset/clutching

CD ratio

Bubble-cursor [93] Adjustable sphere ðx,y,zÞ None ðx,y,zÞ Heuristic Isomorphic Offset/clutching

Silk cursor [107] Axis aligned box ðx,y,zÞ None ðx,y,zÞ N/A Isomorphic Offset/clutching

Raycasting [63] Ray ðx,y,zÞ ðy,jÞ ðy,jÞ N/A Isomorphic Coupled

Virtual pads [1] Ray ðx,y,zÞ ðy,jÞ ðy,jÞ N/A Anisomorphic Coupled

Direct image plane

[53]

Ray ðx,y,zÞ Nonea (x,y) N/A Isomorphic Offset/clutching

Raycasting from the

eye[8]

Ray ðxe ,ye ,zeÞ ðy,jÞ ðy,jÞ N/A Isomorphic Coupled

View finder [7] Ray ðxe ,ye ,zeÞ ðy,jÞ ðy,jÞ N/A Isomorphic Coupled

Eye-gazed selection

[87,27]

Ray ðxe ,ye ,zeÞ ðye ,jeÞ ðye ,jeÞ N/A Isomorphic Coupled

Occlusion selection

[73]

Ray ðxe ,ye ,zeÞ ðx,y,zÞ (x,y) N/A Isomorphic Offset

One-eyed cursor [98] Ray ðxe ,ye ,zeÞ ðx,y,zÞ (x,y) N/A Isomorphic Offset/clutching

Two-handed

pointing [64]

Ray ðx,y,zÞ ðxn ,yn ,znÞ ðx,y,z,xn ,yn ,znÞ N/A Isomorphic Coupled

IntenSelect [30] Ray ðx,y,zÞ ðy,jÞ ðy,jÞ Behavioral Isomorphic Coupled

Smart ray [41] Ray ðx,y,zÞ ðy,jÞ ðy,jÞ Manual Isomorphic Coupled

Sticky ray [85] Cone ðx,y,zÞ ðy,jÞ ðy,jÞ Heuristic Isomorphic Coupled

Flashlight [54] Cone ðx,y,zÞ ðy,jÞ ðy,jÞ Heuristic Isomorphic Coupled

Sense shapes [68] Cone ðx,y,zÞ ðy,jÞ ðy,jÞ Behavioral Isomorphic Coupled

Shadow cone

selection [84]

Cone ðx,y,zÞ ðy,jÞ ðy,jÞ Manual Isomorphic Coupled

Probabilistic

pointing [80]

Cone ðx,y,zÞ ðy,jÞ ðy,jÞ Heuristic Isomorphic Coupled

Enhanced cone

selection [83]

Cone ðx,y,zÞ ðy,jÞ ðy,jÞ Behavioral Isomorphic Coupled

Aperture [36] Adjustable cone ðxe ,ye ,zeÞ ðx,y,zÞ ðx,y,zÞb Heuristic Isomorphic Offset

iSith [71] Two rays ðx,y,zÞðxn ,yn ,znÞ ðy,jÞðyn ,jnÞ ðx,y,z,y,jÞðxn ,yn ,zn ,yn ,jnÞ Manual Isomorphic Coupled

Flexible pointing

[69]

Curved ray ðx,y,zÞ ðy,jÞðxn ,yn ,zn ,yn ,jnÞ ðx,y,z,y,jÞðxn ,yn ,zn ,yn ,jnÞ N/A Isomorphic Coupled

Depth ray [41,93] Ray and 3D cursor ðx,y,zÞ ðy,jÞ ðz,y,jÞ Manual Isomorphic Coupled

Lock ray [41] Ray and 3D cursor ðx,y,zÞ ðy,jÞ ðz,y,jÞ Manual Isomorphic Coupled

Flow ray [41] Ray ðx,y,zÞ ðy,jÞ ðy,jÞ Manual Isomorphic Coupled

Friction surfaces [1] Ray ðx,y,zÞ ðy,jÞ ðy,jÞ N/A Anisomorphic CD ratio

PRISM [38] Ray ðx,y,zÞ ðy,jÞ ðy,jÞ N/A Anisomorphic CD ratio

Adaptative pointing

[48]

Ray ðx,y,zÞ ðy,jÞ ðy,jÞ N/A Anisomorphic CD ratio

SQUAD [49] Ray and adjustable

sphere

ðx,y,zÞ ðy,jÞ ðy,jÞ Manual Isomorphic Coupled

a The orientation of the selection ray is determined by a vector orthogonal to the screen plane.
b The third DoF is used to adjust the apex angle of the selection cone.
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following relationship:

T ¼ aþb log2
AþW

W

� �

where a and b are regression coefficients and the logarithmic
term is called index of difficulty (ID). The intercept a is sensitive
to additive factors such as reaction times (e.g. time to locate
the target or time to trigger the selection confirmation) and the
inverse of the slope 1/b is the index of performance (or the
throughput) of the task.

The application of Fitts’ law ranges from estimating the time
required to perform an assembly operation through the evalua-
tion of different input devices [59], up to estimating times for
pressing a button with a mouse or selecting an object in 3D space
[40]. Several works have extended the Fitts’ Law formulation to
higher dimensional tasks [66] and to account for noise [47] and
latency [97].

Wingrave and Bowman [101] showed that Fitts’ law still holds
when pointing in virtual environments. Instead of considering the
size of the target, they observed that W was related to the visual
size of the target and A to the amplitude of the movement
computed considering the angle covered by hand rotations.
Poupyrev et al. [77] went further, by defining the size of an object
W according to the vertical j and horizontal f angles an object
occupies in the user’s field of view. Further studies analyzing
whether 3D object selection techniques are modeled by Fitts’ law
can be found in [6,50,89].

2.2. Optimized initial impulse model

Fitts’ law only accounts for movement time according to the
target’s characteristics and the empirical parameters a and b.
However, it does not provide any insight on how subjects perform
acquisition tasks. Different human performance models have been
proposed to explain the logarithmic speed-accuracy trade-off defined
by Fitts’ law.

The human movement model which better accounts for Fitts’
Law is the optimized initial impulse model proposed by Meyer et al.
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[62]. According to this model, acquisition tasks are subdivided in
two phases. In the first phase, called ballistic phase, a fast and
inaccurate movement is made towards the target. If the target is
not acquired, during the corrective phase, iterative slow correc-
tion movements are executed in close loop feedback until the
target is acquired.

Ballistic movements are intended to cover the whole distance
towards the target, but due to limitations of the human motor
system, the endpoint of the movement is randomly distributed
over the desired endpoint [81]. This variability depends on the
muscle groups involved in the movement [23], with bigger
muscle groups introducing higher variability than smaller ones.
On the other hand, corrective movements are slow movements
where precision is the main requirement. They are needed when
the target is undershot or overshot.

In their experiments Meyer et al. [62] defined the speed-accuracy
ratio for ballistic movements. They stated that the standard deviation
of the movement’s endpoint is proportional to the speed average
(D/T):

S¼ k
D

T
ð1Þ

where S is the standard deviation of the endpoint, D is the distance
covered and T is the movement time. This relationship determines
the trade-off between the speed of the movement and the precision
needed. Faster movements result in higher endpoint variability,
thus requiring more corrective movements to acquire the target.
On the other hand, slow movements result in smaller endpoint
variability and thus require fewer corrective movements.

Experimental observations show that, given a task, users
minimize movement times by balancing the speed of the ballistic
movement with the required corrective sub-movements [92]. The
speed profiles clearly showed two distinct movement phases (see
Fig. 2), with fast movements followed by sequences of slower
movements. MacKenzie et al. [57] already concluded that velocity
profiles also depend on W and A and not only on the ID. During
the acceleration phase, A determines the maximum movement
speed, regardless of the target size. In contrast, W determines
the deceleration phase and the corrective movements required to
acquire the target.
3. Classification of selection techniques

A number of taxonomies have been proposed to classify
existing 3D selection techniques. In Bowman et al. [18] classifica-
tion, interaction techniques are decomposed into subtasks and
classified according to them (see Fig. 3). Following [18], a selec-
tion technique has to provide means to indicate an object (object

indication), a mechanism to confirm its selection (confirmation

of selection) and visual, haptic or audio feedback to guide the
user during the selection task (feedback). One limitation of this
classification is that the choice of a suitable feedback is often
highly coupled with the object indication subtask, which intro-
duces some redundancy into the classification. For example,
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Fig. 2. Example of a velocity profile for a 3D acquisition task using raycasting

selection. Ballistic and corrective phases of the movement are clearly visible.
raycasting-based techniques typically draw virtual rays to assist
the user during the task. In addition, the classification proposed
by Bowman et al. does not consider the varying purpose of the
feedback during the indication and confirmation subtasks. While
feedback guides user’s actions during indication tasks, it has to
show if the selection was successful in confirmation tasks.

Poupyrev et al. [76] proposed an alternative classification
based on interaction metaphors (see Fig. 4). The classification
has several levels. The first level distinguishes exocentric and
egocentric techniques, depending on whether the user interacts
from outside (third-person view) or inside (first-person view)
the environment. In the second level, egocentric meta-phors are
further subdivided into virtual hand and virtual pointer meta-
phors, and exocentric metaphors are subdivided into world-in-
miniature and automatic scaling. In contrast to Bowman’s classi-
fication, Poupyrev’s classification disregards technique differences
like feedback and confirmation mechanisms. The classification
is not exclusive as exocentric and egocentric metaphors can be
combined.

The above taxonomies provide a broad view of selection
techniques but consider a relatively small number of design
variables. In this survey, instead, we propose the classification
of the selection techniques according to their intrinsic character-
istics, considering the underlying selection tool and how the user
controls it. Our classification provides a more complete charac-
terization of existing 3D selection techniques to enable interac-
tion designers to choose the best selection technique for a given
task [4]. We also analyze each selection technique according
to major human control models. The criteria we used for our
classification (Table 1) are described below.
3.1. Selection tool

Object selection techniques require an underlying selection tool
in order to perform an intersection test or a proximity test against
the virtual environment for determining the selected object. The
underlying selection tool is typically a 1D/3D shape, the most
common ones being rays, cones, cubes and spheres. Simple shapes
accelerate the intersection test with the 3D environment decreas-
ing the overhead of the selection process, although in practice this
overhead can be neglected unless continuous highlighting of the
indicated object is desired, thus forcing the intersection/proximity
test to be carried out every frame.

The shape of the selection tool is a key issue as it will
determine its control (e.g. degrees of freedom), spatial range
and accuracy. Referring to Poupyrev’s classification, virtual hand
and virtual pointing techniques are completely determined by
the selection tool. Virtual hand techniques use 3D cursors (the
underlying selection tool is, e.g. a sphere, cube or hand avatar),
while virtual pointing techniques employ virtual rays (the under-
lying selection tool is typically a ray or a cone).
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For the majority of techniques, the selection tool does not
change its shape during the interaction process, although a few
techniques provide mechanisms to alter the shape of the selection
tool. For example, the Bubble Cursor [93] employs a sphere-like
selection tool that automatically expands to reach the object
closest to its center. Another example is Aperture Selection [36]
which uses a cone as a selection tool and allows users to manually
adjust its apex angle.

Although most techniques employ either 3D cursors or rays,
alternative solutions do exist. The Depth Ray and the Lock Ray
[41] adopt a hybrid approach combining a ray with a 3D cursor
constrained along the ray. When the selection trigger is activated,
the object intersected by the ray and closest to the 3D cursor
is selected. Another example is the iSith technique [71] which
employs two selection rays. A 3D point is computed from the two
rays which is then used to perform a proximity test against the
scene. Finally, the Flexible Pointing [69] allows the user to bend
the selection ray to select partially occluded objects. A complete
classification of existing selection techniques considering their
selection tool is presented in the second column of Table 1.

3.2. Tool control

Once the shape of the selection tool is fixed, the selection
technique also determines how the user is able to control it. The
simplest way to control a 3D cursor is through a tracked hand (as
in the Virtual Hand). In contrast, virtual rays can be controlled in a
variety of ways, e.g. using the hand position and wrist orientation
as in classic raycasting, or casting the ray from the user’s viewpoint
and going through the user’s hand, as in Occlusion Selection [73]
(see Fig. 5). Other techniques determine the ray’s orientation by
the vector defined by both hands [64], bending the ray according to
the position of the non-dominant hand [69], or through eye
tracking [87].

Virtual pointing techniques whose tool origin is located at the
hand position, suffer from the eye–hand visibility mismatch. As
analyzed by Argelaguet et al. [6], the mismatch between the eye
position E and the hand position H introduces two potential
Selection
techniques

Exocentric
metaphors

Egocentric
metaphors

World-in-miniature

Automatic scaling

Virtual hand metaphors

Virtual pointer metaphors

Fig. 4. Classification of selection techniques by interaction metaphor proposed by

Poupyrev et al. [76].

Fig. 5. Examples of different virtual pointing techniques: (a) rayca
conflicts. First, the solid angle subtended by potential targets with
respect E and H might differ. Second, due to inter-object occlu-
sion, some objects can appear occluded from the hand but not
from the eye and vice versa (see Fig. 6). These conflicts will bias
how the user perceives the difficulty of the task; some objects
might seem easy to select but in practice they are not. In order to
avoid this conflict, Argelaguet et al. [6] proposed a new virtual ray
control approach for raycasting selection named raycasting from
the eye. In their approach, the virtual ray origin matches the eye
position but its orientation is controlled through wrist rotations
(see Fig. 5c). Since the ray is cast from the eye, the set of visible
objects and the set of selectable objects match. This approach
showed a significant improvement on selection performance over
rayscasting in cluttered environments.

3.2.1. Selection tool DoFs

The control mechanism determines the degrees of freedom
required to control the selection tool. A 3D cursor controlled by
the hand position involves three DoFs (one for each dimension),
while a virtual ray controlled by hand position and orientation
involves five DoFs, three to determine the ray’s origin and two for
the ray’s orientation. The number of DoFs the user has to control
is a measure of the complexity of the selection technique. The
higher the DoFs, the more complex the tool control is but the
higher its expressiveness. However, some DoFs are more relevant
than others. For example, in the absence of visibility mismatch, any
scene object can be pointed to by adjusting only the ray orientation,
keeping the ray origin fixed. Therefore, although a virtual ray has up
to five DoFs, in most situations the two orientation DoFs suffice to
indicate any object.

As previously stated, the number of effective DoF depends on
the technique. The Smart Ray [41], which was conceived to select
semitransparent objects in cluttered environments, requires the
sting, (b) occlusion selection and (c) raycasting from the eye.

Fig. 6. Eye–hand visibility mismatch conflicts [6]. (a) The user can select an object

which is hidden by another object. The last visible point on the ray is projected

over the screen projection of the occluding object, leading to misinterpretation.

(b) The visible object A cannot be selected because it cannot be reached by a ray

emanating from the user’s hand. The dotted line shows the path followed by the

ray-scene intersection as it might be seen on the screen as the user rotates his

hands upwards; the path skips object A.
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user to point to the desired target from several directions, thus
using all five DoFs. The Depth Ray and the Lock Ray [41] require
the user to provide an additional DoF, as the selection tool is a
3D cursor constrained along a ray. Two-handed techniques also
increase the number of DoFs the user has to control. In Two-
Handed pointing [64] the virtual ray is constrained by the
position of both hands resulting in six positional DoFs. A varia-
tion of two-handed pointing is the Flexible Pointing [69], which
employs a Bézier curve as a selection tool. Two control points are
determined by the position of the user hands (six DoFs) and the
remaining control point is computed considering the orientation
of both hands (four DoFs). Another two-handed technique is the
iSith [71], where the user controls two virtual rays, requiring up
to 10 DoFs. In contrast to classic raycasting, the origin of the rays
plays an important role, as the selected object is determined
by the intersection of both rays. In Table 1, columns 3–5 show
the maximum DoFs and the dominant DoFs in major selection
techniques.
gain

1

0
MinS SC MaxS

Offset recovery

Hand
speed

Fig. 7. Control–display ratio function for PRISM. Adapted from [38].
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1

0
MinS MaxS

Offset recovery

Hand
speed

gmax

gmin

Fig. 8. Control–display ratio function for Adaptive Pointing [48]. The influence of

the offset is not considered in this plot. Adapted from [48].
3.2.2. Control–display ratio

The control–display ratio (CD ratio) determines how translations
and rotations of the input device (x) are transferred to the selection
tool (X). More precisely, the CD ratio is defined as Dx=DX. Systems
using an isomorphic mapping between the pointing device and
the display have a unit CD ratio, which means than the movement
of the pointing device is the same as the movement of the
selection tool in the virtual environment. For example, moving
the mouse 1 cm causes the cursor to move 1 cm too. When the CD
ratio differs from one, the movement is scaled (CD ratio o1) or
downscaled (CD ratio 41). The effect of a constant CD ratio on
performance has been extensively explored in the literature but
results are still inconclusive [10]. According to Fitts’ law, a
constant CD ratio affects the amplitude of the movement and
the target’s size at the same level, keeping the index of difficulty
unchanged.

The first 3D selection technique proposing a dynamic CD ratio
was the go-go technique [75] by Poupyrev et al. Go–go uses a
virtual hand metaphor that adjusts the CD ratio according to the
distance between the user’s hand and its torso, increasing the
limited area of reach of classic virtual hand techniques. When the
distance is smaller than a given threshold, the CD ratio is set to one.
Above the threshold, user movements are mapped non-linearly to
the virtual hand. A factor k, where 0oko1, is used to adjust the
non-linear component. Go-go allows the user to stretch its virtual
arm to select distant objects, but the precision decreases as users
move their hand further because movements are magnified.
Although the CD ratio depends on the distance between the user’s
hand and torso, it may result in unnatural and unpredictable
movements. Some studies show that people tend to judge their
hand movement mainly on the basis of the on-screen movement of
the cursor and adapt their hand movement accordingly [48].

Following König et al. [48], CD ratio-based techniques can be
classified into three groups: manual switching, target oriented
and velocity oriented techniques.

Manual switching techniques provide mechanisms allowing
the user to manually control the CD ratio. The most common
approach is based on reducing the CD ratio when additional
accuracy is required. For example, Vogel et al. [95] proposed the
use of gestures to allow the user to switch between isomorphic
raycasting and anisomorphinc raycasting with a CD ratio greater
than one. Although they obtained higher selection times with their
approach (mainly due to mode switches), they get lower error
rates than standard raycasting.

The second group, target oriented techniques, is based on
reducing the CD ratio when the selection tool enters or approaches
an object, following a sticky metaphor. Although this approach is
useful for the selection of isolated targets, its performance tends
to degrade in cluttered environments. In the context of interaction
with 2D GUIs embedded into a virtual environment, Argelaguet
et al. [1] proposed an anisomorphic raycasting approach to
automatically modulate the CD ratio according to the width and
height of the GUI window, obtaining lower error rates and
increased user comfort.

Finally, velocity oriented techniques dynamically adjust the CD
ratio according to the input device speed. Considering the opti-
mized initial impulse model [62], accuracy can be decreased during
ballistic phases (through a CD ratio lower than one) and increased
during corrective movements (through a CD ratio higher than one).
As a result, during ballistic movements the amplitude of the
movement A decreases, while during corrective movements the
size of the target W increases. This approach has been widely
adopted for 2D mouse interaction and is often referred to as mouse
acceleration. The PRISM technique proposed by Frees and Kessler
[37] applies a velocity-oriented CD ratio for manipulation and
selection tasks in 3D space. Fig. 7 shows how the CD ratio varies
according to the speed of the input device. Movements below a
minimum speed (MinS) are considered noise and thus ignored.
Corrective movements (speeds between MinS and SC) are scaled
down, increasing precision. For ballistic movements (speed higher
than SC), they applied a 1:1 CD ratio. However, changes in the CD
ratio introduce a spatial offset between the physical device and the
virtual selection tool. After a sequence of corrective movements the
position of the input device no longer matches the position of the
virtual device. In order to solve this issue, when the speed exceeds a
maximum speed (MaxS) the CD ratio is increased until the offset is
recovered. König et al. [48] proposed the Adaptive Pointing which
is based on a similar mapping (see Fig. 8), but it also takes into
account the accumulated offset between the physical device and
the virtual selection tool in order to avoid high discrepancies.
Similar to PRISM, Adaptive Pointing in combination with raycasting
resulted in reduced error rates and slightly better selection times.
3.3. Motor and visual space relationship

Two main interaction spaces are involved during the selection
of a 3D object in a VE: the motor space and the visual space. The
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motor space (or working space) is the physical space available for
the user to operate, which is constrained by the degrees of freedom
available and the virtual reality setup. For example, a user control-
ling six DoFs hand-held device inside a CAVE is constrained by the
six DoFs of the input device, the CAVE’s walls and its own body
limitations. In contrast, the visual space is the visual representation
of the environment perceived by the user, which is independent
from the selection technique employed and it is constrained by the
field of view of the display.

Motor and visual spaces can be coupled, as in the Virtual Hand
technique, or decoupled, as in a typical desktop setup where the
movement of the mouse on a horizontal plane (mouse pad) is
transformed into the movement of a 2D cursor on a vertical plane
(screen). The motor space is thus mapped onto the visual space by
a rotation and a translation.

When both spaces are coupled, absolute pointing can be
accomplished relying solely on the proprioceptive feedback of
the hand. However, when motor and visual spaces are decoupled,
proprioceptive feedback no longer suffices and visual feedback
is critical. The user has to continuously sample the selection
tool location with gaze to execute accurate corrective move-
ments [82].

In addition, the selection tool and its control determines which
objects within the visual space may afford direct manipulation. In
other words, these two components transform the motor space
into another space which defines the scope of the user’s actions.
This transformed space will be referred to as the control space. The
intersection between the control space and the visual space
determines which objects afford direct manipulation.

For the classic Virtual Hand technique, the control space
matches the motor space as depicted in Fig. 9a. Objects outside
the motor space are not selectable. In contrast, for virtual pointing
techniques, the control space matches the visual space, thus
allowing the user to select objects outside the motor space.
Changes in the CD ratio modify the relationship between the
motor and the control space. A CD ratio lower than one scales the
control space increasing the area affording direct manipulation
at the expense of decreasing the accuracy and vice-versa. For
example, the non-linear mapping of the CD ratio provided by the
go-go technique [75] increases the control space (see Fig. 9b).
Techniques using a dynamic CD ratio, such as PRISM [38] and
Adaptive Pointing [48], reduce the control space when precision is
required and vice-versa, but require an offset recovery mechan-
ism to avoid an excessive decoupling between the motor and the
control space.

The motor and the control space can also be decoupled by
introducing a constant offset or allowing the user to deter-
mine the transformation between both spaces (clutching). When
tracking the user’s hand position, the virtual representation of
the hand can be coupled with the position of the real hand or a
constant offset can be added (translation and/or rotation). For
example, in occlusion selection [73], the pointing direction is
defined by roughly aligning the hand with the eye position, thus
requiring the user to keep its arm extended. Introducing a vertical
offset allows the user to keep his hand in a lower position,
reducing fatigue levels (see Fig. 10). This offset can be beneficial
also when using projection-based systems to keep the real hand
from occluding the projected content. Another example is the
Virtual Pad metaphor [2] which allows the user to decouple the
working and the visual space when interacting with 2D graphical
user interfaces embedded in 3D space. This decouple did not
introduce any performance loss although a constant offset and
rotation was introduced.

Clutching mechanisms allow the user to relocate the control
space. It accounts for hand repositioning [44] at the expense of
introducing an offset between the selection tool and the physical
device. Relocating the control space allows the user to select
objects otherwise unreachable (see Fig. 11) at the expense of
increased user attention. A trigger is needed to enable and disable
the clutching. This trigger can be explicit like pressing a button, or
implicit like a 2D mouse where the clutching is achieved by lifting
the mouse.

However, decoupling the motor and visual spaces may result
in performance loss. Humans seem to achieve optimum manip-
ulation performance when haptic and graphic displays of
objects are superimposed [96], particularly during rotation tasks.
However, moderate disparity in orientation between haptic
and graphic displays appears to have no significant effect on
object translation. This higher tolerance to object translation with
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respect to rotations explains why most virtual hand techniques
can provide clutching mechanisms while virtual pointing techniques
cannot.
3.4. Disambiguation mechanism

As previously discussed, a common strategy to improve selec-
tion performance relies on employing volumetric selection tools
[54,84] such as cones and spheres. However, volumetric tools are
prone to indicate more than one object at once, specially in dense
environments [93]. In these situations, the selection technique
has to provide some mechanism to disambiguate the selection.
We classify disambiguation mechanisms into three groups: man-
ual, heuristic and behavioral.

In manual approaches, the user has to decide, among the indicated
targets, which target is the desired one. Manual approaches
provide the maximum flexibility at the expense of increasing
the cognitive load of the user due to additional selection steps.
The simplest solution consists in using a button to cycle among all
indicated objects [44], but this approach does not scale well if too
many objects are indicated. Instead of cycling among the selected
objects, we can display them and allow the user to perform
additional selections steps. For example, in the Flow Ray proposed
by Grossman et al. [41], objects intersected by the virtual ray are
displayed in a list or a pie menu, thus letting the user select the
desired one in a second selection step. Similarly, Kopper et al. [49]
proposed a progressive refinement approach called SQUAD.
By refining the selection through a QUAD-menu user interface,
in which the indicated objects are split into four groups, the
user performs simple selections until the selection only contains
a single object. A different approach relies on increasing the
amount of DoF, using the extra DoFs for disambiguating the
selection. For example, the Depth Ray [41] provides a 3D cursor
constrained along the virtual ray. The 3D cursor is controlled by
pulling the hand forwards and backwards (additional DoF). This
additional DoF allows the user to disambiguate the selection, as
the object closest to the 3D cursor which has been already
intersected by the selection ray will be the selected one.

The second group of disambiguation techniques employ heur-

istics to guess which object the user is willing to select. Objects are
ranked according to a heuristic and the higher ranked object is
selected. The easiest approach considers the distance between the
objects and a central axis of the selection volume, as in flashlight
selection [54], where the object closest to the axis of the selection
cone is selected. Schmidt et al. [80] extended this naive approach by
proposing probabilistic pointing-based selection algorithms. Heur-
istic methods have also been proposed in the context of disambig-
uating 3D locations in volume rendering applications [100].

Finally, behavioral approaches take into account user’s actions
prior to the selection confirmation. Instead of applying a heuristic
when the user triggers the selection, they continuously rank
objects during the selection process, gathering statistical informa-
tion. IntenSelect [30], enhanced cone selection [83] and Sense
Shapes [68] follow this approach. The data considered for ranking
the objects includes the time the object is inside the selection
volume, its distance to the center of the volume, the number of
times the object enters the volume, the objects’ visible pixels
within the selection tool and the average or minimum pixel
distance to the center of the volume’s center. These approaches
are particularly useful for selecting moving targets. If we track the
moving target with the selection tool its selection weight will
increase with respect to static objects.

In summary, manual approaches provide total control to users
at the expense of increased cognitive load or additional selection
steps. As stated by Kopper [49], there is a tradeoff between the
usage of precise selection techniques and selection techniques
requiring manual disambiguation. Precise selection techniques
will perform better when selecting easy targets (e.g. big targets)
or in high density environments, while manual disambiguation
techniques will perform better in low density environments or
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when selecting potentially difficult targets (e.g. small targets).
On the other hand, heuristic and behavioral techniques do not
introduce any further selection steps, but as they are not com-
pletely accurate, they might result in unwanted selections and
thus require the user to repeat the selection. In Table 1, column
6 shows the disambiguation mechanisms provided by each of the
considered selection techniques.

3.5. Selection trigger

The final step of the selection task is the selection confirma-
tion. Bowman et al. [18] consider four different confirmations
alternatives: event, gesture, voice command and no explicit
command. The most common option is to press a button con-
veniently placed in the pointing device, often called press to select.
Steed in [83] considered two additional options: hold and select

and dwell on object. For hold and select instead of triggering the
selection when pressing the button, it is triggered when the
button is released, which may be less sensitive to the Heisenberg
effect. In contrast, for the dwell on object approach, the selection
is triggered when the user points to an object during a fixed
amount of time. Dwell time thresholds introduce a fixed constant
latency, being sensitive to the Midas Touch effect: for high
precision selections fixations may occur at objects that do not
interest the user, resulting in unwanted selections. This is also the
case when using eye-gazed Selection [87,27]. Müller [65] con-
cludes that the dwell time must be in the range of 350–600 ms,
although it might vary according to the requirements of the
application.

Gestures can also be used as selection triggers. The simplest
approach is to perform a pinch gesture [20]. However, if we are
using the hand as a pointing device, the gestures used for the
selection confirmation have to minimize hand instability to mini-
mize the Heisenberg effect. Vogel and Balakrishnan [95] proposed
two additional gestures focusing on the minimization of such side
effects, namely AirTap and Thumb Trigger, in combination of visual
and auditory feedback.

Finally, interfaces which combine direct manipulation and
voice input employ voice commands as triggering mechanisms
(‘Select that’), as in Bolt’s Put-that-there [13]. More complex voice
commands can be used if the elements of the VE have semantic
information [72] (‘Select that bolt’).

3.6. Feedback

Selection techniques involving spatial interaction require users
to perform gestures to control the selection tool. The gesture can
be a simple grasp operation or a pointing operation. If no feedback
is provided, the user has to rely only in proprioception and depth
perception to ensure that the gesture results in the selection of
the intended virtual object. Although interaction with nearby
objects can be achieved only by proprioception [64], several studies
revealed that users without any selection feedback are unable to
efficiently interact with the VE [102]. As pointed out by Wingrave
et al., ‘‘users do not have a model of interaction with the environment

but a model of how to respond to the feedback the environment

provides’’ [102]. Therefore providing feedback is critical [39].
A selection technique has to provide, at least, visual feedback to

drive user’s actions. The simplest option consists in displaying a
virtual representation of the user’s actions in the environment, for
example, drawing the user’s hand avatar or displaying the pointing
direction. The visual feedback allows users to observe how their
gestures map with the virtual tool. In situations where the CD ratio
differs from one or when the shape of the selection tool changes
over time, a good visual representation of the selection tool is a key
feature to ensure usability. But in general, proper visual feedback
highly depends on the interaction technique.

Moreover, after the selection confirmation, the selected target
can be highlighted [63]. Changes on its visual properties allow
the user to ensure that the object selected is the right one. For
example, changing its color or displaying the object in wire frame.
In contrast, continuous highlighting of the object indicated by the
selection tool has to be used carefully. It might cause excessive
popping and be a distracting factor, particularly while interacting
with cluttered scenes. Furthermore, object highlighting requires
to check every frame which is the object indicated by the
selection tool, thus potentially increasing the application’s over-
head. In general, increasing the amount of visual feedback does
not always improve user performance [78] and might even reduce
selection performance [101,41]. On the other hand, providing
redundant information might allow to bypass aptitude and
expertise, allowing unexperienced users to perform as experi-
enced ones. Selectable areas should be indicated to avoid confu-
sion [39], as selectability may change dynamically over time [83].
If selectable areas can be outside the viewing frustum, users can
be provided with markers to guide them towards the desired
object [106].

In addition to visual feedback, introducing different feedback
modalities, like haptic and acoustic feedback, can also be bene-
ficial [43]. Although it is not assured that including additional
feedback results in performance improvements [21], users often
prefer the addition of extra feedback [94]. Active haptic feedback
can assist users during the selection process [70,94].

However, it requires a fine tuning of the forces applied and in
dense environments it might be counterproductive as the user
might be guided to the wrong object. An easier approach is to
provide passive haptic feedback (physical constraints), which
can further increase interaction precision [43]. The most adopted
solutions rely on using prop-based physical constraints [45] or
physical surfaces [17,56]. Both provide spatial references, which
are intuitive to learn and speed up 2D pointing tasks in free space.
The user’s body can be also used as a frame of reference, as the
user is able to determine its own body position by proprioception.
One clear example is the Go–Go technique [75]; the user is aware
of the distance between its body and its hand. Using the non-
dominant hand [44] can also be considered, as it provides a frame
of reference for the dominant hand, and the user can employ it to
perform two tasks in parallel.

Lastly, auditory feedback [94] can reinforce user’s actions. For
example, it can inform the user when a target has been high-
lighted or successfully selected. However, similar to haptic feed-
back, when interacting on dense environments it might produce
distracting effects and playing the same sound multiple times
might become annoying.
4. Factors influencing performance

A number of usability guidelines exist for 2D user interfaces,
however, in general, they are not directly applicable to 3D user
interfaces. 3D user interfaces are significantly more difficult to
design, implement and use than their 2D counterparts. 3DUIs are
based on real-world characteristics such as naive physics, body
awareness, environmental awareness, social awareness and social
skills [46].

There are a few works explicitly focusing on usability guide-
lines for 3D user interfaces, being the work of Gabbard [39], Hal
[44] and Bowman [18,19] notable exceptions. Usability guidelines
are useful during the first stages of the design as they avoid
known usability issues and speed up the whole design process.
Usability issues might arise due to intrinsic factors, mainly
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determined by the nature of the selection task, and due to
extrinsic factors introduced by input and output devices. From a
usability point of view, a selection technique has to (1) provide
rapid selection, (2) be accurate and error-proof, (3) be easy to
understand and control and (4) produce low levels of fatigue.

Additional requirements depend on the application, e.g. sup-
port sparse or dense environments, provide mechanisms to select
semi-transparent or occluded objects, and do not interfere with
the user’s immersion in the virtual environment. In the rest of this
section we review major factors influencing usability and perfor-
mance, and provide some guidelines for adopting or extending
pointing selection techniques.
4.1. Target geometry

Object’s size and location have a direct effect on selection
performance. Following Fitts’ law and the Optimized Initial
Impulse Model, several guidelines can be proposed to increase
user’s performance in selection tasks. As proposed by Balakrish-
nan [10], options rely on decreasing the distance to the target,
increasing the size of the target, or modifying both at the same
time. Selection time increases if the amplitude of the movement
(A) increases and/or the object size (W) decreases, and vice-versa,
which has been corroborated by different studies [93,70,12,78].

Regarding target distance, a first approach for reducing it
focuses on modifying the layout of selectable items. Items can
be laid out in a way that the distance between them is minimized
[28]. However, this approach is limited to graphical user inter-
faces in which potential targets are known a priori. In contrast, a
more general approach is to reduce A only in control space,
preserving the original layout of the elements in the visual space.
For example, it can be accomplished by ignoring the empty space
between targets (see Fig. 12a). However, objects’ boundaries in
the control space become closer. Without the proper feedback,
as the new boundaries of objects are not visible to users, target
boundaries might become unclear.

Techniques attempting to increase W have focused on increasing
the area of influence of the selection tool, increasing the activation
area of targets in control space or dynamically increasing the size of
the targets. The area of influence can be increased using volumetric
tools as in Flashlight [54] or Aperture Selection [36]. This approach
allows for fast selections in sparse environments (see Fig. 12b), but
in cluttered environments their performance tends to degrade as
disambiguation mechanisms are required. Increasing the activation
Fig. 12. Three approaches to improve the acquisition of small targets without

changing their visual representation: (a) reduce the distance between targets only

in control space, (b) increase the size of the selection tool, and (c) increase the area

of influence of each target.
area of a target can also be done only in control space considering
the objects close to the selection tool. For example, the Bubble
Cursor [93] subdivides the control space into Voronoy cells accord-
ing to the layout of the objects in the environment. Instead of
selecting the object by placing the selection tool over it, the object is
selected if the selection tool is inside the Voronoy cell enclosing the
object (see Fig. 12c). In other words, the object selected is the object
closest to the 3D cursor. Another example is the Sticky Ray [85],
which selects the object closest to the selection ray. However,
improvements on selection performance depend on the density of
the VE, again improvements are more apparent in sparse environ-
ments. Furthermore, as the visual representation is kept unmodi-
fied, additional feedback is required to show changes in the
control space.

Moreover, W can also be increased both in control and visual
space, known as Expanding Targets. This approach relies on
dynamically increasing the size of targets near the selection tool
(see Fig. 13). Expanding Targets has his origins in the Graphical
Fisheyes Views [79] in which the displayed visual elements
are rearranged in order to increase the visibility of the object of
interest. Although it was not originally designed as a selection aid,
it has been applied for 2D graphical user interfaces [11]. Regarding
Fisheye Menus, we have to note that typically the size of targets
is only increased in visual space, the more famous example is
the Apple’s dock menu. However, if the size is also increased in
motor space, considering that the time to acquire isolated targets
depends mostly on the final target size and not on the initial one
[10], by increasing the size of targets, users are provided with a
larger target area to interact with. Several studies support the use
of Expanding Targets for 2D acquisition tasks [26], but only one
work explored its viability in 3D object selection [5]. The evalua-
tion presented in [5] showed that 3D Expanding Target techniques
are also viable but only for simple environments.

Although theoretically increasing the size of targets or its
activation area will result in a decrease on the index of difficulty
of the task, a general drawback of increasing W, as reported by
Wingrave et al. [102], is that it will induce users to decrease their
accuracy as they no longer need to be accurate. The decrease of
the index of difficulty could be compensated by a decrease on the
index of performance (1/b) resulting in similar selection times.
Approaches increasing W should be considered in scenarios with
high error rates, as increasing W effectively decreases error rates.

Finally, techniques that increase W and reduce A at the same time
focus on CD ratio adjustments (already discussed in Section 3.3).
According the optimized initial impulse model, the ballistic move-
ment will cover most of the distance A towards the target, while
the size of the target W will influence corrective movements. In
summary, A can be reduced by decreasing the CD ratio during
ballistic movements and W can be increased by increasing the
CD ratio during corrective movements. However, techniques
exploiting this concept only adjust the CD ratio during corrective
Fig. 13. Two 3D expanding targets techniques [5]: (a) scale potential targets and

(b) show the target completely unoccluded.
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movements to avoid excessive decoupling between the pointing
tool and its visual representation [38,48].

4.2. Object distance and area of reach

As stated in the previous section, the control space determines
which objects can be selected. Virtual hand techniques allow the
user to select only the objects inside the working space unless
decoupling mechanisms are employed. Although clutching or CD
ratio based techniques can be used to extend the control space,
clutching mechanisms introduce additional cognitive overhead
and CD ratio based techniques, like the Go–Go [75], cannot provide
enough precision when selecting distant objects.

In contrast, the control space for virtual pointing techniques
matches the visual space, thus all objects in the visual space are
selectable. However, as the selection tool is mainly governed by
hand’s rotations, its precision is limited to the user’s hand angular
accuracy and stability. The further away an object is the higher
the accuracy is required. Although the theoretical control space
matches the visual space, the precision slightly decreases as the
distance increases. Nevertheless its precision is higher than that
provided by virtual hand techniques.

Depth perception becomes an additional limiting factor when
selecting distant objects. The level of required depth perception
varies from one selection technique to another. For example, virtual
hand metaphors require higher depth perception as the hand’s
depth is used to control the virtual tool. In contrast it is less
important for virtual pointing techniques and even less for image
plane techniques.

At this point, it can argued that selection techniques oriented
towards the selection of small or distant objects are superfluous, as
navigating towards the target to obtain an easier selection appears
to be a logical alternative. Two main issues arise in navigate-to-
select approaches. First, navigating to obtain an easier selection can
be also ‘‘potentially’’ difficult. Navigation in cluttered environments
requires proper navigation techniques and the selection of small
objects will require to scale the VE. In addition, the navigation
in dynamic environments is even more challenging as the target
might move outside the user’s field of view. In this situations,
progressive refinement techniques [49,24] or techniques which
take into account moving objects [30] are better suited. Further-
more, the user has to be provided with mechanisms to easily switch
between selection and navigation tasks.

Second, when navigating in homogeneous VEs, such as a
molecular model, the user can lose crucial context information.
For example, while navigating towards the target, the user might
lose track of it. If this happens, the user has to go back to the
starting position, locate again the target and restart the naviga-
tion task. Although for some situations the navigate-to-select
approach might be desirable, for selection-intensive scenarios the
ability to select small and distant objects is necessary.

4.3. Object density

Until now, we considered selection tasks when the objects are
isolated, but in a standard scenario objects might be surrounded
by other objects. As the object density increases, occlusions
between objects are likely to increase. Occlusion is present in
reality and provides important depth cues for spatial perception.
However, occlusion is not always a desired feature. It can have a
detrimental impact on tasks requiring to locate an object (dis-
covery), obtain information encoded in the object (access) or
obtain spatial information of the object and its context (spatial
relationship) [33]. Occlusion is a common issue for cluttered
environments, high object density leads to occluded objects from
the user viewpoint, reducing user’s selection performance [93]. To
avoid occlusion, in controlled situations, the environment can be
rearranged [83]. However, in most situations it is not possible as
the environment is fixed and context information should be
preserved. Occlusion might increase the time required to discover
an object in the virtual environment and in the worst case
scenario the object will be fully occluded requiring the user to
navigate in order to locate it. Furthermore, although the user sees
the target in the environment, occlusion still results in reduced
object visual sizes and restricted access to targets [77] which will
affect user performance [83,93]. In these situations the user has
two main choices, navigate to find an unoccluded view of the
target or perform the selection from the occluded viewpoint.
Improvements can be focused on the discovery phase or on the
access phase, although it remains unclear whether improvements
in the discovery phase will also improve access phase.

Standard interaction techniques based on virtual constraints like
damping, snapping or trolling, which are useful in sparse scenarios
[44,39], will be difficult to control in cluttered environments. Users
tend to complain mainly about flickering effects [102]. CD ratio
based techniques better adapt to dense environments, although the
overall index of performance depends on the level of occlusion.

A different solution is to employ occlusion management techni-
ques. Elmqvist and Tsigas [33] analyzed a broad range of techniques
for occlusion management and identify five main design patterns:
Multiple Viewports (using two or more separate views of the
scene), Virtual X-Ray (turn occluded objects visible), Tour Plan-
ners (a precomputed camera animation reveals the otherwise
occluded geometry), Volumetric Probes (user controls an object
which alters the environment in its neighborhood) and Projection
Distorters (nonlinear projections integrate two or more views into
a single view).

Despite having so many options to deal with occlusion, when
considering direct interaction in VEs the alternatives are limited
and there is no single solution that completely solves occlusion
issues. Projection distorters [32] do not integrate well in immer-
sive environments as we can hardly modify the user perspective.
Tour planners involves navigation and the user has to stick to
the predefined navigation paths, lacking flexibility. On the other
hand, virtual x-ray [22] and volumetric probes [31] allow users to
manually remove occluders in order to get an unoccluded view of
the intended target (see Fig. 14). However, these alternatives
increase the cognitive load of the user, potentially increasing
selection time. Moreover removing occluders may remove useful
context information. The most common solution is to employ
semi-transparency [93]. However, spatial relationships between
semi-transparent objects may become unclear to users and access
tasks can be compromised. An alternative solution is the World-
in-Miniature metaphor [86], which provides the user with an
additional viewport displaying the virtual environment from a
third-person perspective. In order to afford for direct manipula-
tion, the content displayed in the WIM can be manually adjusted
to contain only a portion of the VE [103] or automatically adjust
the content removing potential occluders [3] (see Fig. 15).

4.4. Input and output devices

The staggering number of devices available for use in VEs
makes the development of 3DUIs significantly harder than their
2D counterparts [105,19]. Input and output devices affect the
usability of existing interaction techniques [14]. Typically, inter-
action techniques are designed and evaluated taking into account
only one hardware configuration, due to time, availability and
budget limitations. Furthermore, it does not exist the best hard-
ware solution nor a standard VR hardware platform [104]. For
example, wireless devices should be preferred over wired ones
but wireless devices are more expensive and the battery life



Fig. 14. In cluttered environments, objects might be occluded from the user’s

viewpoint. Occlusion management techniques such as virtual X-Ray can be

employed to improve their selection. Image from [9].

Fig. 15. WIM enhanced with cut-aways [3]. The miniature replica provides a cut-

away view of a part of the model according to the viewing direction and the user’s

hand position inside the WIM (shown as a red sphere). (For interpretation of the

references to color in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version

of this article.)
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might be an issue. At the end, this might result in the develop-
ment of techniques that are only usable for a specific setup, being
the comparison with other existing techniques unfair.
4.4.1. Input device DoFs

When designing a new interaction technique, it is important to
consider the matching between the DoFs required for the inter-
action technique and the DoFs provided by the input device [44].
It is recommended to minimize the number of DoFs required, as
the more DoFs used the harder is the control of the selection tool
[19]. Virtual Hand techniques only require three DoFs for the
hand position, and raycasting techniques are mainly governed by
the yaw and pitch of the hand (only two DoFs). Employing six
DoFs for tasks requiring less could be confusing if the input device
is not well constrained [43], as changes in the unused DoFs are
not visible to the user. Wingrave et al. [106] observed that users
performing with raycasting tend to move their arms forward
and backward to select objects placed at different depths. This is
totally unnecessary as raycasting is almost insensitive to hand
position, specially for selecting distant objects. This behavior is
common for novice users which unknowingly hinder their ability
and thus they have to be taught not to perform in that way.

On the other hand, if the input device is not able to provide the
amount of DoFs required the interaction technique must provide
additional mechanisms in order to control the DoFs indepen-
dently [61].

4.4.2. Ergonomics

The physical device employed has to match the functionality
of the interaction technique [44]. It makes no sense to employ a
sphere-shaped device for virtual pointing, as the way of grasping
the device should provide the pointing direction by propriocep-
tion. Furthermore, most of the existing input devices are equipped
with a number of buttons. The mapping between the buttons and
the functionalities of the interaction technique is crucial for its
usability. For example, a button press in a hand held device (like a
wand) introduces instability when the button is pressed.

Performance is also tightly coupled with the muscle groups
involved [77,25], smaller muscle groups achieve higher motor
precision than bigger ones [108,48]. For selection tasks requiring
high accuracy input devices relying on smaller muscle groups
should be employed .

4.4.3. Displays

Emerging and specialized devices, such as holographic [41]
and tabletop displays [42], require specific interaction techniques
as they present unique conditions in terms of working and visual
areas. Available display devices range from semi-immersive dis-
plays, LCD screens and projection based systems, to fully immer-
sive displays like head mounted displays and CAVEs systems.
Each display has its own field of view and provides the user with
different levels of immersion [90]. Head mounted displays (HMD),
typically have greater field of regard (amount of physical space
surrounding the user in which visual images are displayed). On
the other hand, HMDs have reduced resolution in comparison
with projection based systems.

The field of view determines the amount of information visible
at a time, the more information displayed the easier is to locate
an object without head movements. For example, when using
raycasting selection in a fully immersive device, the selection
ray is displayed entirely, allowing the user to easily determine
the origin and the orientation of the ray. However, in a semi-
immersive display, only a fraction of the ray will be inside the
viewing frustum. Furthermore, the orientation of the display also
plays an important role. Pointing gestures will differ from vertical
displays (e.g. powerwall) and horizontal displays (e.g. tabletop).

Displays can be classified into non-obstructive and obstructive
displays [19]. In non-obstructive displays, the user is able to
see his own body. However, two conflicting situations may arise
[42,91]. First, objects exhibiting positive parallax (objects behind
the projection screen) might not afford direct interaction. For
example, for virtual hand techniques objects cannot be ‘‘touched’’
as the working space is restricted by the projection screen.
Second, objects exhibiting negative parallax (objects between
the projection screen and the user) might induce depth sorting
conflicts. The user’s hands and arms might occlude objects that
are virtually closer, presenting stereo fusion issues and vergence
and accommodation conflicts. Similar issues arises when using 2D
cursors to select 3D content [7], most 2D cursor based approaches
present stereo fusion issues, the depth mismatch between the
cursor and the target object prevents the user to fuse both objects
(see Fig. 16). In addition, user’s actions can obstruct the visualiza-
tion of the virtual environment. For example, when selecting
an object with the virtual hand technique, the user’s hand will
occlude the projection of the object during corrective movements,



Fig. 16. Six different configurations for the left L and right R screen projections of

an object and the selection area (dashed circle). The position of the projection

screen where these situations occur is shown on the left. The virtual object is the

sphere at the intersection of the three cones. Note that for most of the situations

the overlap between the projections of the cursor and the object do not provide

adequate feedback. Image from [7].
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increasing the chance of erroneous selections specially for small
objects.

On the other hand, obstructive displays (e.g. HMD) do not
present the limitations of non-obstructive displays. However, if
needed, the application has to provide a virtual representation
of the user’s body. If the user’s body is not correctly tracked,
proprioceptive information will conflict with the virtual avatar
thus hindering interaction. Nevertheless, non-obstructive displays
are more common than obstructive displays as they provide
higher visual fidelity, are less sensitive to head rotations and do
not require the user to wear heavy equipment.

4.5. User fatigue

One of the most known issues in virtual reality applications is
fatigue. The reduction of the fatigue is especially important if a
hand-held device is used, as fatigue levels can raise rapidly. Inter-
acting with our own body can raise fatigue levels and extended use
may induce simulation sickness [52] and muscular strain. Selection
techniques are more prone to arm and wrist strain, while for
example, navigation techniques are more prone to induce simula-
tion sickness.

Arm and wrist effort can be extrapolated taking into account
the degrees of freedom required to control the selection tool.
Virtual hand techniques will require more arm effort than virtual
pointing techniques, while virtual pointing techniques will require
more wrist effort. Other device-ray mapping such as occlusion
selection, which require to keep the arm roughly aligned with the
eye, will require increased arm effort.

In the absence of input filtering (discussed below), hand
fixation is required to reduce hand trembling and stabilize the
selection tool, but it requires additional user effort. Hand fixation
is tightly coupled with the precision required; the greater the
impact of hand trembling the higher the hand fixation should be.
Moreover, the position and orientation of the working space with
respect to the user plays an important role in the user’s comfort.
For example, the user can accomplish manipulation tasks with
the arm lowered in a relaxed position by defining a convenient
working space [2]. Ideally, VE applications should allow users to
define their working spaces according to the their own prefer-
ences, the physical condition of the user and the desired speed/
accuracy balance.

4.6. Application performance, latency and noise

In order to ensure smooth interaction the VR application has to
keep a high and constant frame rate [99], avoid large end-to-end
latency [97,60] and filter data from noisy input signals [48,43,39].
If the application does not ensure these requirements, it might
reduce interaction performance [88], hinder high precision tasks,
and also break immersion and presence. Noisy tracking devices in
combination with users’ hand trembling [48] decrease the preci-
sion of the selection technique. Selection techniques have differ-
ent tolerance levels to noise. Virtual hand metaphors are more
tolerant to noise as they only rely on positional tracking data, but
virtual pointing techniques are less tolerant to noise, as they
mainly rely on rotational data. Some CD ratio based techniques
behave as a noise filter for low-amplitude noise, and volumetric
selection tools do not require to be accurate.

When high precision is required, a device with low latency and
low noise should be used. If not possible, band-pass filters or
Kalman filters can be applied to reduce noise of the input signal
[48]. However, too much filtering increases the end-to-end
latency. Pawar and Steed in [70] state that 60 ms is the maximum
latency that can be introduced without degrading interaction. In
situations with high latency, Wingrave et al. in [106] observed
that users performed steady movements and relied on proprio-
ception rather than on the visual feedback. Obviously these
behaviors trade off speed and accuracy. Moreover, changes in
latency with respect to time, referred to as temporal jitter, also
hinder interaction and thus should be avoided. People can detect
small fluctuations in latency likely as low as 16 ms [70].

4.7. User’s preferences

Users interacting with VEs account for different preferences.
Knowing these preferences allows interface designers to deter-
mine which are their preferred interaction techniques [106]. For
example, computer game experience has been found to be an
important factor both in terms of task performance and users’
preferences [106]. Users have different levels of expertise and
perform actions in different ways, thus requiring selection tech-
niques suited for their skills.

As stated before, manipulating input devices in free space can
easily raise fatigue [44]. We can provide users with recalibration
mechanisms to allow them to define their working space, obtain-
ing a more comfortable positions. In addition, according to the
user’s method of interaction the designer may personalize the
behavior of the interaction technique to behave like the user
wants. As Wingrave et al. show in [102], subtle versions of the
same interaction technique can be provided, and we can let
the user choose they preferred configuration. In their experiment,
they employed raycasting and occlusion selection with a snap-
ping mechanism (the selection tool bends to the closest object
within a range). The user could introduce a rotational (raycasting)
or a translational (occlusion selection) offset to the virtual hand
with respect to the real hand, thus allowing for a more comfor-
table interaction, and change the threshold of the snapping
mechanism. They results showed that there was not a trend
when tunning the selection techniques, each user had his own
preferences.

On the other hand, instead of letting the user customize his
interaction, we can adapt the available techniques to better suit the
user. Octavia et al. in [67] explored how to choose automatically
the most suitable interaction technique for a certain situation.
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They gathered physiological data to measure user frustration,
user experience and the mental workload. They observed that
frustration measures were strongly correlated to the task com-
pletion time. Users accepted the technique adaptation; they did
not bother when the system automatically chose the best suitable
technique if the performance was slightly improved. However,
in their study they knew a priori the intended targets and only
considered two selection techniques.
5. Conclusions and future outlook

The act of pointing to graphical elements is one of the funda-
mental tasks in human–computer interaction. Although 3D inter-
action techniques for target selection have been used for many
years, they still exhibit major limitations regarding effective,
accurate selection of targets in real-world applications. Some of
these limitations are concerned with visual feedback issues
(occlusion, visibility mismatch, depth perception in stereoscopic
displays) and the inherent features of the human motor system
(instability when interacting in free space, speed-accuracy trade-
off, neuromotor noise). More efficient 3D interaction techniques
can be designed by devising new strategies for controlling the
selection tool and for providing appropriate visual feedback,
drawing the inspiration from Fitts’ law, occlusion management
literature and depth perception studies.

The user performance during a pointing selection task depends
on a number of domain-specific factors (such as the shape, layout
and density of the targets) as well as hardware-related factors
(DoFs, noise, latency and accuracy of the input hardware; field-of-
view, resolution, level of immersion and depth quality of the
display hardware). Considering all these factors simultaneously
as independent variables in controlled experiments is clearly
not practical. This fact limits the validity of the findings reported
in the 3D user interface literature to a specific domain and a
particular hardware setup. The lack of de-facto standard datasets
for testing purposes (more common in other scientific commu-
nities) along with the plethora of VR hardware setups makes
it difficult to make fair comparisons. Furthermore, many of the
selection and facilitation techniques we have explored in this
paper have been proposed and evaluated in isolation, whereas in
the real world selection tasks are mixed with other primary tasks
such as manipulation and navigation. These are issues that must
still be addressed.

Interaction in VR systems is more physically demanding than
traditional interfaces. Usually, users have to stand to benefit
from head-coupled perspective rendering, and most interactions
take place in the 3D space without physical support for the arms.
Recent advances in low-cost but low-accuracy motion capture
sensors is pushing 3D user interfaces towards an even more
extensive use of the human body. Although progress is being
made, and users do not have to carry heavy equipment, the
appropriateness of existing 3D user interfaces (and 3D pointing
techniques in particular) is still lagging behind when it comes to
their use during prolonged periods of time.

Optical depth sensors such as the Kinect are particularly
attractive for VR interfaces as the user does not need to carry
any device nor wear any marker. Confirming a selection with
such controller-free interfaces is more difficult, although future
advances in tracking accuracy will enable the recognition of
subtle gestures. Another issue is how controller-free interfaces
can provide a smooth integration of the selection technique with
typical follow-on tasks such as manipulation [16].

An important question is to which extent current interaction
techniques for 3D object selection will stand the test of time.
A major hindrance for effective user interaction in VEs is the fact
that current technology fails to provide the same level of cues for
understanding the environment and does not reproduce faithfully
the physical constraints of the real world. Improvements in
motion capture technology will allow for a more accurate track-
ing of the user’s actions, and better displays will enhance the
user’s perception of the virtual environment. We believe though
that the major conclusions of this survey will still be valid despite
forthcoming advances in VR technology. We can provide the user
with extremely realistic volumetric displays with no convergence
and accommodation mismatch, and perfectly accurate tracking
systems, but pointing gestures will still be limited by the human
motor system, which is unlikely to improve in the near future.
Although new and better interaction techniques will arise, or
in a mid-term future, brain-computer interfaces might partially
replace traditional gesture-based interfaces, the techniques and
performance models we have reviewed in this paper are likely to
play an important role in current and upcoming VR applications.
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